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SmartCharge™ tables have removable tops and folding 
underframes that fit on special purpose trolleys allowing 
rapid reconfiguration, ready for use, anywhere in your venue!

The reputation of your conference facilities rests on the satisfaction 
of delegates and organisers.

Leading properties strive to stand out from the crowd and now with 
SmartCharge™ at your venue you can.

The following information explains how the SmartCharge™ system 
works and how this will position your property one step ahead.

It is only natural for conference delegates to want their smartphones next to 
them at all times and for their devices to remain charged.

All the ‘so called’ wireless charging solutions on the market have a major 
drawback and this is the fact they are not wireless.

They have to be plugged in to mains electricity in order to work massively limiting 
where these solutions can be used.

Two removable battery packs allow conference delegate to 
charge their mobile device without cables or the need for 
access to mains electricity. 

The removable tops are fitted in a matter of moments with no 
tools or skilled labour required and the two batteries simply 
push in place.

The batteries have an anti-theft design and are easily 
removed using the  SmartCharge™ key.

The keys are magnetic and fix on the SmartCharge™ trolley.

Table underframes fold and hang on the trolley whilst the 
removable table tops slot in to a ‘toast rack’ style magazine in 
the same trolley.

Batteries slide in to dedicated charging locations on the 
trolley.

Once everything is stowed on the SmartCharge™ trolley this 
is then moved back of house for overnight charging using one 
integral cable.

(See pages 10 & 11 for further information on the SmartCharge™ 
trolley)

This is not the case 
with SmartCharge™ 
because for the 
first time there is 
a flexible solution 
using rechargeable 
batteries, mains 
electricity is not 
required so tables 
can be positioned 
anywhere.
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SMARTCHARGE™ HOW  IT  WORKS



In addition to being truly wireless, 
SmartCharge™ provides several other
key benefits

• Increase delegate satisfaction by 
providing a service increasingly 
expected by customers.

• Differentiate yourself from 
competition not using SmartCharge™

• Increase revenue via online bookings

• Promote loyalty programs  
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SMARTCHARGE™ 
The intensive use of smartphones implies more often recharging. This 
service is therefore one of the expectations of customers in public places.
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SmartCharge™ tables can be 
finished in any RAL colour or 

one of our highly desirable 
Wood Wrap™ frame finishes.

Technical Information

• SmartCharge™ equipment is Qi certified delivering a 
positive and safe wireless charging experience.

• We recommend you adopt a regular charging schedule by charging overnight 
after each function although batteries can last a few days depending on use (a 
full charge takes 7 hours)

• Each battery is 15Ah and there are also 2 USB ports on the battery packs that 
allow charging of tablets, power banks and other mobile devices.

• The following is not exhaustive but comparable devices include those from 
APPLE, SAMSUNG, SONY, LG, GOOGLE, MOTOROLA, MICROSOFT, NOKIA, 
HTC, PANASONIC, SHARP, KYOCERA, HUAWEI, ONEPLUS

• SmartCharge™ also works with QI certified earphones and headphones.

• The on top antenna is as shown on this page, we also offer a less visible embed 
antenna although with this there is far less possibility to customise and a QR 
scan cannot be added. 

We look forward to showing you SmartCharge™ and explaining how this can 
revolutionise your conference facilities.



CAPACITY
SmartCharge™ can be used for the first two rows of VIP seating or 
throughout your venue.

V
IP

SmartCharge™ TableChair

1 SmartCharge™ table is required for use with 2 chairs 

2 SmartCharge™ tables are required for use with 3 chairs 

2 SmartCharge™ tables are required for use with 4 chairs 

3 SmartCharge™ tables are required for use with 5 chairs 

3 SmartCharge™ tables are required for use with 6 chairs 

Based on the example configuration shown on page 6; just 12 tables 
would be required to offer SmartCharge™ for the first two rows of VIP 
seating, this equates to 1 full trolley.

Based on the example configuration shown on page 6; 
you would require 60 tables to offer SmartCharge™ on 
all rows, this equates to 5 full trolleys.

There is a choice of twelve standard table top finishes with 
other finishes on request and at additional cost.

There is sufficient space on the table tops to allow venues 
and conference organisers to provide bottles of water, 
glasses, welcome cards, flower arrangements or as you 
decide.
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Please contact the sales office for images of SmartCharge™ tables finished in 
one of our highly desirable Wood Wrap™ frame finishes.

Wood Wrap™ finishes are especially popular with leading hotels, in particular 
our Lime-Wash and Walnut finishes.
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This is a huge commercial benefit as it provides for additional revenue 
(F&B, spa bookings etc) whilst also encouraging conference delegates to join 
loyalty programmes and owners obviously know the financial benefit of this.

Please try the QR code below yourself.

SMARTCHARGE™ 
SMARTCHARGE™ antennas can be customised (subject to volume) and 
excellent ROI is achieved due to the QR code that links directly to a 
hotel’s website or a loyalty programme.

SMARTCHARGE™ F&B is 
designed for all day dining 
where customers have existing 
tables but would like to add 
our unique wireless charging 
solution, this is possible with 
SMARTCHARGE™ as mains 
electricity is NOT required.

SMARTCHARGE™ is also 
available on our mobile flip top 
meeting room tables and our 
new range of cocktail tables, 
something your customers will 
remember. 
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THE TROLLEY 

Designated 
battery charging 
locations & the 
red magnetic 
anti-theft 
removal keys

‘Toast Rack’ style 
magazine safely holds 
table tops when these 
are removed from the 
folding legs.

Folding legs 
hang on the 
trolley

Plug in the single 
integral cable to 

charge

Ready for use in a matter of 
moments with no tools or 
skilled labour required
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Unit E, Ronald Close
Woburn Road Estate

Kempston  MK42 7SH

t: 01908 327100
sales@efchairs.com
www.efchairs.com

Standard Top Finishes

Hickory Natural Walnut Siena Walnut

Caledonian Oak Driftwood Misty Oak

Wenge Oxford Oak Midnight Oak


